
 

 

HOWTO: Configuration of Standby Monitoring and 
Alerting during Solution Manager Downtime 
SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SP10 and higher 

Introduction: During Maintenance of the productive Solution Manager, the managed systems 

needs to be monitored continuously. The most critical metrics and alerts should be generated. As 

the productive Solution Manager is not available, the following guide is using the development or 

quality assurance Solution Manager System to configure a standby monitoring with limited 

capabilities. Guiding principle for the solution is low implementation and operations effort and good 

usability. 
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TARGET SOLUTION 

During maintenance of the productive Solution Manager it is necessary to provide monitoring for the 
managed system landscape as kind of standby monitoring scenario. This standby monitoring needs to 
provide the possibility to raise automatic alerts. To achieve this solution a second Solution Manager System 
(in this document referenced as “Standby Solution Manager”) is used to establish the standby monitoring 
scenario. 
On the standby Solution Manager not all Managed Systems of the productive Solution Manager are 
connected due to the caused double maintenance efforts. Therefore the proposed solution have to work 
without model of the managed system landscape and without direct connections to the managed systems. In 
the proposed solution the already configured connections and landscape information of the productive 
Solution Manager are reused. The component, which is usually not affected from software maintenances in 
the productive Solution Manager is the Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager (IS EM). The IS EM is in larger 
landscape also not affected by host maintenance on the productive Solution Manager, as it is running on a 
different host. The IS EM holds connections to most of the managed systems (e.g. ABAP, Java etc.). 
With the example solution, the configured connections of Wily Agents on the Managed Systems to the IS EM 
are used to provide a basic availability monitoring and alerting during the downtime of the productive 
Solution Manager. This approach can be extended to provide a more sophisticated monitoring, some 
examples are shown in the last chapter of this guide. As the functionality of the Solution Manager Monitoring 
and Alerting Infrastructure is used on the standby Solution Manager, all the functionality used for Alert 
Handling (e.g. ticket creation, Alert Inbox, forward to external ticket system) is available for this standby 
monitoring scenario. So this means, in case the alert handling is done in the Alert Inbox of your productive 
Solution Manager, during the maintenance, the Alert Inbox on the standby Solution Manager is used. In case 
a 3rd party Alert Connector is used to forward the alerts to a non-SAP alert management or IT Service 
Management tool, the connector can be used to forward alerts from the standby Solution Manager to this 
tool. 

PREREQUISITES 

To allow the implementation of the standby monitoring your SAP Solution Manager landscape must fulfill the 
following requirements 

 All IS EM MOM or Standalone servers of the productive environment are registered at the standby 
Solution Manager 

 Diagnostics Agents for standby Solution Manager is installed on all of the above mentioned IS EM 
servers 

 DPC Push functionality for Introscope metrics is activated for all of the above mentioned IS EM 
servers 

 The above mentioned IS EM servers are not simultaneously in maintenance with the productive 
Solution Manager 

 Managed System Configuration for self-monitoring of the standby Solution Manager is performed  

 Technical System Monitoring for standby Solution Manager is active 
The Standby Monitoring should be activated without alerting already sometime before the real downtime of 
the productive Solution Manager to check and solve configuration errors in the Wily Enterprise Manager 
connections. 

USABLE METRICS IN WILY ENTERPRISE MANAGER 

On Wily Enterprise Manager, different metrics for availability, performance and exception status are 
available. In the following example, the monitoring of availability is shown. 
During the Managed System Configuration in Solution Manager in the Wily HostAdapter different 
destinations are created to collect data from the managed object. For those destinations also a self-
monitoring is available, which is used in the following example. 
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The example shows the destinations created for a Dual Stack System. The regular expression pattern to find 
all destinations for Netweaver ABAP or J2EE systems are as follows: 

To use the metric as part of Solution Manager Monitoring, it is better to use the numeric status value, the 
value in case of errors for a managed system for this metrics is greater than 3. 

CREATION OF A DATA COLLECTOR 

Within the Solution Manager standard monitoring content, there is no data collector for free selection of 
metrics from IS EM. Therefore the following custom data collector must be created. 

 Access to Data Collector Maintenance (activate ICM service if not already active) 
http://<solution manager hostname>:<port>/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/wd_mai_dpc_main?sap-
language=EN 

  
 Select the collector type “Introscope EM (push)”. 

 Agent RegEx for Metric 

Netweaver ABAP SAP Hostagent SelfMonitoring\|Action\|(.*) AbapInstance\/15:Status 

Netweaver J2EE SAP Hostagent SelfMonitoring\|Action\|SAP GC\/(.*):Status 
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 Enter the following properties 

 
o Collector Type: PUSH_INTROSCOPE 
o Collector ID: ZIS_GENERIC_MG_COLL 
o Collector Name: Generic Metric Group Collector 
o Provider Source: Introscope 
o Provider Implementation: Generic MetricGroup Data 

 Add the following parameters 

Values in detail, make sure, the Ext. Context and Sequence Parameters are maintained as shown 
Parameter ID Parameter Name Usage Predefined Value 

COLL_HOSTS Collection Hosts CONFIG  

IS_AGENT_NAME Introscope Agent PRECONFIG  

IS_PATH Introscope Path HIDDEN $METRIC_PATH_PREFEFIX$($METRIC_G
ROUP_PATH$)$METRIC_PATH_POSTFIX
$:$METRIC_NAME$ 

IS_PROCESS_NAME Introscope Process PRECONFIG  

METRIC_GROUP_PATH Metric Group Path CONFIG .* 

METRIC_NAME Metric Name PRECONFIG  

METRIC_PATH_POSTFIX Postfix for Metric Path PRECONFIG  

METRIC_PATH_PREFEFIX Prefix for Metric Path PRECONFIG  

 Save the data provider 

CREATE A UNSPECIFIC CLUSTER SYSTEM 

The monitoring objects created for the standby monitoring can be assigned to any system available in the 
standby Solution Manager. To have a better visibility and separation of the standby monitoring, SAP 
recommends to create a dedicated technical system, which is only used for the standby monitoring. 
A detailed description how to create such a system, is provided in SDN 
(http://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/x/CIY2FQ). In the following a short step-by-step guide only for the standby 
monitoring use case is provided. 

http://www.sap.com/corporate-en/legal/copyright/index.epx#trademark
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 Make sure you have already performed the managed system configuration for your standby Solution 
Manager 

 As hostname for your standby monitoring unspecific cluster system use one of the instances already 
used by your standby Solution Manager. There will be no instance or host specific metrics collected 
on this host, so no additional workload will be caused by the standby monitoring on the hostname 
provided there 

 Create and save the system with extended System ID STANDBY in LMDB 

 

 
 Maintain the installation path (e.g. use the path of the diagnostics agent installed 
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 Add an instance on the same host for the system STANDBY 

 
 Enter the instance installation path (same as for system 

 
 Maintain the product instance “Solution Manager Standard Custom Product 1.0” for the system 
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 Maintain the software component for product instance “Solution Manager Standard Custom Product 
1.0” 

 
 Save the system and close the LMDB 

 Execute the managed system configuration for the new created system 
(running through the configuration wizard and execute all automatic activities is enough, if you 
choosed to use a host for a system which was configured as part of another system before) 

 

CREATE A MONITORING TEMPLATE 

 Open the template maintenance and create a new monitoring template on technical system level 
(e.g. Standby Monitoring) 
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 Switch to Expert Mode  

 Create two new custom metrics using the new data collector (for ABAP and J2EE availability) 
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 Provide a meaningful name for the metric and ensure, that individual alerts are created for each 
Managed Object in landscape (“Raise Alert per Variant”) 

 
 Select the Introscope Data Collector created before and maintain the collector input parameters, as 

shown in the table 

 
For Netweaver J2EE availability metric use the following parameters 
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Parameter ID Parameter Name Parameter Value Configure 

COLL_HOSTS Collection Hosts [\w]+  

METRIC_GROUP_PATH Metric Group Path name  x 

IS_AGENT_NAME Introscope agent SAP HostAgent .*  

IS_PROCESS_NAME Introscope process SAP HostAgent Process  

METRIC_NAME Metric Name Status  

METRIC_PATH_POSTFIX Postfix for Metric Path .*  

METRIC_PATH_PREFEFIX Prefix for Metric Path SelfMonitoring\|Action\|SAP GC\/  

For Netweaver ABAP availability metric use the following parameters  
Parameter ID Parameter Name Parameter Value Configure 

COLL_HOSTS Collection Hosts [\w]+  

METRIC_GROUP_PATH Metric Group Path name  x 

IS_AGENT_NAME Introscope agent SAP HostAgent .*  

IS_PROCESS_NAME Introscope process SAP HostAgent Process  

METRIC_NAME Metric Name Status  

METRIC_PATH_POSTFIX Postfix for Metric Path  AbapInstance/15  

METRIC_PATH_PREFEFIX Prefix for Metric Path SelfMonitoring\|Action\|  

 The Metric Group variant is the same for both metrics 

 
 Maintain the threshold, to raise alert if mesured value is greater or equal 4 

  

 
 Create a new custom alert and assign the metrics 
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ACTIVATE MONITORING 

 Activate Monitoring for technical system STANDBY 

 
 Assign and activate template “Standby Monitoring” to system level for the “Generic Product”. The 

template assigned for host is determined by the other systems running on this host. For standby 
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monitoring those are not relevant and leave them unchanged 

 

CHECK AND USAGE OF THE SOLUTION 

System Monitoring 
Via the System Monitoring application, the status of all configured instances can be checked. It is 
recommended to activate the standby monitoring without alerting either all the time or some time before the 
planned maintenance to cleanup old destinations in Wily agents before the maintenance. 
The system monitoring tree shows for each configured destination a single entry with the current state. 

 

Alert Handling 
Due to the setting of raise alert per variant, all instances are handled independently in the alert inbox. This 
means that for each instance a separate alert is raised and also the downtime duration is measured 
separately. 
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Based on the “Metric Group Path Name”, the affected instance can be easily identified. 

KNOWN LIMITATIONS OF THE SOLUTION 

 availability of databases cannot be check, because the Wily Agents does not hold a connection to 
databases 

APPENDIX: FURTHER ENHANCEMENT POSSIBILITIES 

With the shown example only availability of the managed object is monitored. The metrics available in Wily 
Enterprise Manager allows further fine tuning. 

Host availability 
Also the availability of standalone hosts can be monitored.  

 
The regular expression to read this metric in Wily is as follows: 

The custom metric to read all instances with a single data collector is already available as this is defined from 
Wily internally. 

 Agent RegEx for Metric 

Host availability Custom Metric Agent Agents\|.*\|SAP HostAgent Process\|SAP 
HostAgent .*:ConnectionStatus 
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This metric raises the value from 1 (normal operations) to 3 in case the adapter disconnects. Important for 
the usage of this metric is, that in case of disconnect the status value 3 is only shown for a limited time, 
before the metric status switches to grey (otherwise in Enterprise Manager an alert for each agent connected 
since last restart would be open). So if this metric is used to configure availability monitoring, the 
corresponding alerts closed with reason “Grey alert” are not trusted that the corresponding server is 
available again and must be checked manually before such an alert group can be confirmed. 

ABAP System Performance 
The data collection for ABAP based system provides metrics regarding the ABAP performance. As example, 
the dispatcher queue waits can be used to monitor for slowdown of dialog performance, so in case there is a 
very high number of dialog requests, which are waiting for free workprocess, usually this indicates a bad 
performance. 

 
The integration of this metric as part of standby monitoring can be done using the same procedure as shown 
in the example for destination availability. 
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